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The Netwerk Digitaal Erfgoed is a Dutch partnership that focuses on
improving the visibility, usability and sustainability of digital collections in the
cultural heritage sector. The vision is to improve the usability of the data by sur-
mounting the borders between the separate collections of the cultural heritage in-
stitutions.  Key concepts  in this  vision are  the alignment  of  the data  by using
shared descriptions (e.g. thesauri), and the publication of the data as Linked Open
Data. This demo paper describes a Proof of Concept to test this vision. It uses a
register,  where only summaries  of  datasets  are  stored,  instead of  all  the  data.
Based  on  these  summaries,  a  portal  can  query  the  register  to  find  what  data
sources might be of interest, and then query the data directly from the relevant
data sources.
1. Introduction
The Netwerk Digitaal Erfgoed (NDE) project rethinks the role cultural heritage in-
stitutions when exchanging data. Data from various institutions is no longer collected
by a central aggregator and then shared with applications. Instead, the NDE targets a
distributed setup where cultural heritage institutions are resposible for the publication
of their data. In this demo paper, we present a Proof of Concept (PoC) that explores
an architecture to supports this shift. We present a portal that wants to present infor-
mation on fashion to end users and gathers all the relevant information on this theme
from all the available datasets in the network of cultural heritage. For example, the
portal can present information on body stockings, such as the fabric or type of cloth-
ing.
The cultural heritage institutions publish their datasets as Linked Open Data. They
use terms from the NDE Network of Terms, which is developed by the NDE as the set
of shared definitions that are relevant to cultural heritage data, such as for places, peo-
ple,  concepts  and  time  periods.  These  terms  have  URIs,  for  example  https://
vtmk.data.momu.be/id/106061, which can be used to type an entity as a body stock-
ing. Using this term URI, the portal can query the network to gather all the available
data on this clothing type. For efficiency reasons in case many datasets are available,
the portal first needs a list of datasets that might have interesting information. Then it
can query these datasets to retrieve the information.
In the next section, we present an overview of our PoC’s architecture. Next, in Sec-
tion 3, we discuss how dataset summaries  are used to find relevant datasets for a
query and determine the importance of datasets. Then, in Section 4 we explain such
datasets can be registered and how the portal obtains a list of relevant data sources.
Finally, we conclude in Section 5.
2. Architecture
Our PoC architecture enables Source Holders (e.g. person, organization) that own
or manage digital collections to publish Datasets in the cultural heritage network, and
Portal clients to query data from all these Datasets. Portals query multiple, distributed
heritage data collections via SPARQL. Thus, every data source should be able to han-
dle queries and clients should be able to select the relevant data sources before query
execution to avoid contacting irrelevant sources.
To achieve our requirements, we introduce three distributed  components: a Web
API where a Dataset can be found and queried as Linked Data (Data Source); an ap-
plication that selects relevant data from the network and presents these to users (Por-
tal); and a service that offers the selection of Data Sources that are relevant to a query,
based on a registration of all the available Datasets and metadata of these Datasets
(Register). This demo uses Triple Pattern Fragments (TPF) APIs [1] to expose Data
Sources, which can be queried by a Portal  with SPARQL by using a Linked Data
Fragments client such as Comunica [2]. To enable the Register to make an informed
decision on the relevant Datasets  for a query, we explore a Dataset  summary ap-
proach, where the Register retrieves a summary from each Data Source. Fig. 1 illus-
trates this general architecture and the two main interaction scenarios we will demon-
strate: report a Dataset to the Register, and query data within the network of all Data
Fig. 1: General PoC architecture with all components and their interaction.
Sources.
Report a Dataset to the Register. Source Holders report Datasets to the network
when they are new or when they want to disseminate an update. The process for both
cases is equivalent. (1) A Source Holder loads a (new) version of the Dataset with the
Loader component of the Data Source; (2) The Loader indexes these Datasets in the
HDT format  [3]:  a  binary,  compact  and searchable  archive  format  for  RDF data,
which are published with a TPF interface; (3) The Loader creates a Summary of the
Dataset,  which is made available for download through a File API;  (4) The Data
Source sends a Linked Data Notification [4] to the Inbox of the Register via its Linked
Data Platform API [5] with the message that a new Dataset or version is available; (5)
The Register downloads the new Dataset Summary and adds it to the Summary Index;
(6) The Summary Index is published using TPF.
Query data within the network of all Data Sources. Portals query the network to
obtain the data they need. Hence, they first need to know which Data Sources are rel-
evant to the query. A query is thus executed as follows: (a) A Portal sends a SPARQL
query. (b) Based on this query, the Discoverer component of the Portal composes a
discovery SPARQL query to select relevant Data Sources. For instance, this discovery
query can contain the term URI about which the Portal wants to collect information.
The triple pattern <term URI> dcterms:isPartOf ?source selects a list of
Data Sources in which the term occurs. (c) With the Linked Data Fragments client
and the discovery query, the Portal retrieves a list of relevant Data Sources from the
Register. (d)The Linked Data Fragments client of the Portal then executes the original
query on the selected list of Data Sources and returns the results to the Portal.
3. Dataset Summaries
This demo uses Capability-based Dataset Summaries as they are defined in the Hi-
BISCuS system [6]. For each predicate we include the authorities of both subject and
object URIs, which is denoted as a capability. The authority of a URI is its domain
and optionally the port number and authentication information. The schema of the
URI is added as a prefix, e.g. http://. An exception is the rdf:type predicate,
where we include the entire object URIs. Capability-based Dataset Summaries only
include superficial characteristics of RDF, i.e. only URIs and triples and no semantics
or graph characteristics, and only require cheap operations like substring manipulation
and string comparison.  These summaries support  checking whether Datasets  have
triples with a certain URI authority as subject and/or object; triples with a certain
predicate and a certain URI authority as the subject and/or object; or have data of a
certain type, as described by the predicate capability.
Unfortunately, this is insufficient in NDE, because many common types cannot be
found through the rdf:type predicate, e.g. queries on periods of time or on the ma-
terial type of an object. Furthermore, the predicates and URIs in the Datasets are quite
homogeneous, so they do not sufficiently distinguish. As this demo focuses on Data
Sources that use term URIs from the NDE Network of Terms, all sources have similar
resources and URIs. Thus, we add a histogram of the object URIs (not the literals) of
all triples, which represent term URI frequency, or, if needed, all triples that start with
a certain prefix, e.g. of a thesaurus. Because histograms can become too large, we use
a CountMinSketch [7], i.e. a compact, binary representation of a Dataset that allow
determining how frequent an element (i.e. a term URI) is present. This compactness
comes with a price in the form of false positives, meaning that the number of term
URIs in a Dataset may be overestimated. False negatives do not occur, thus the ab-
sence of a certain URI in a Dataset is always certain, which is important to eliminate
irrelevant Data Sources. In order to add a CountMinSketch to the Summary, they are
encoded into a string with base64 encoding.
4. Registering and Obtaining Relevant Data Sources
In order to allow new Datasets to be added to the network, the Data Sources can
send messages to the Register through Linked Data Notifications (LDN) [4]. They can
notify the Register that a new version of a Summary is available, including its Data
Source and where it can be found. The Register can download the new Summary and
replace the old one in the Index. LDN uses the ActivityStreams vocabulary (https://
www.w3.org/ns/activitystreams) for notifications of actions. The main notifications for
our purposes are as:Add and as:Update. Listing 1 shows an example of an LDN
from the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam to the Register.
Portals can send requests to the Register to select relevant Data Sources with the
SPARQL query language. To handle these requests, the Register publishes a TPF API
to expose the Summaries of all the available Data Sources, by internally linking term
URIs with Datasets.  This enables Portals  to request various information about the
Data Sources, such as discovering all Data Sources that use a specific term URI.
For example, a Portal is interested to gather all the available information on body
stockings.  The  Datasets  that  have  clothing  type  information  use  the  term  URI
https://vtmk.data.momu.be/id/106061 from the NDE Network of  Terms,  where the
term URIs can be retrieved through a search API. The resulting interaction between a
Portal and the Register is as follows: (1) the Portal sends a request to the Register for
the  triple  pattern  <https://vtmk.data.momu.be/id/106061>
dcterms:isPartOf ?source; (2) the Register tests the CountMinSketch of all
the Data Sources for the URI https://vtmk.data.momu.be/id/106061; (3) the Register
adds  all  the  matched  Data  Sources  to  the  result,  e.g.  with  the  triple
@prefix as: <https://www.w3.org/ns/activitystreams#> .
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
[] a as:Add; as:actor [ a as:Organization;
    as:name "Rijksmuseum Amsterdam"^^xsd:string ];
  as:object <link to summary> ;
  as:summary "Rijksmuseum Amsterdam added a summary"^^xsd:string .
Listing 1: Example of an LDN from the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam to the Register.
<https://vtmk.data.momu.be/id/106061>  dcterms:isPartOf
<http://demo.netwerkdigitaalerfgoed.nl/ldf/modemuze_momu>;
and (4) The Register sends the result to the Portal.
5. Conclusions
This demo illustrates the shift from a setup with a central aggregator towards a dis-
tributed setup for a distributed network of heritage information. It introduces a first
possible  solution to  assist  term-based queries.  Portals  can discover  relevant  Data
Sources based on a term URI. These term URIs are agreed upon by the participating
Data Sources and are available in the NDE Network of Terms. Term URIs are applied
by the Datasets to type certain entities, such as fabrics of clothing or modes of trans-
portation, and therefore occur in the object term of an RDF triple. Hence, Dataset
Summaries include a CountMinSketch with object URIs. The Register  can mark a
Data Source as relevant by checking (a) the presence of a term URI and (b) possibly
by how frequently it is used within the Dataset. In future developments, the Netwerk
Digitaal Erfgoed will evolve the architecture to distribute the Register over the differ-
ent Data Sources in the network, making a central authority obsolete. This of course
includes more fine tuning of the Dataset Summaries and the source selection algo-
rithms.
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